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Abstract

It is well known that in order to obtain a uniform dose in the treated volume as
defined in ICRU 50, there should be a 10% maximum difference between maximum
and minimum dose values in treatment planning. Clinical target volume (CTV) should
be related to external areas of body sections where tumour is located. These areas are
important because different radiation beams enter through them. Therefore, verification
of the planning target volume (PTV) through the external areas is highly significant.

In this work we point out the importance of controlling that PTV is irradiated as
planned considering some error sources usually found in radiotherapy practice with
equipment that has been intensively used for a long time. Moreover, I think this
experience will be helpful for those centers around the world where radiation treatment
is carried out with reconditioned units.

1 PATIENT POSITION WITH RESPECT TO TREATMENT TABLE
AND SIMULATOR EQUIPMENT TABLE

As several steps are involved on a simulation table before treatment is started, the
differences between simulator table and different treatment tables must be considered
in order to avoid incorrect transference to the daily set-up.

The treatment table and the simulator tables are built differently and what is more
important with different pre-alignments. They are located in different bunkers, and
many times the simulator room is smaller than the treatment one or vice-versa; so the
simulator or the treatment table is limited in its movements, generating different use
modes. Frequency of use is approximately 10 times higher in the treatment equipment
than in the simulator causing deformations in the first one.

In the case of intensively used machines the treatment table is not flat,
longitudinally and transversally, due to the fact that patients always use the same side
to climb on it, and greater weight is exerted on the area where the table has no
support.

An example of treatment table's deformation is observed in large fields such as
the mantle field which encompasses almost the entire patient width. In this situation we
found it difficult to encompass equally both mastoid epiphysis as well as axillar areas,
without modifying patient's position by rotating his/her head one or two degrees, and
slightly widening the treatment area, since these areas are included in the PTV.

A further problem is the fact that while many tables rotate 180 degrees and have
sections with different materials this is not the case on a simulator or on other
treatment tables. For instance, when irradiating a mammary volume, the patient can be
set-up on the center of the couch if it has a mylar foil without metallic parts on the
borders; otherwise the patient does not rest firmly on the couch and tends to move or
rotate.
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The weight of the patient's body on the mylar, racquet or on a rigid table as is the
case with a simulator, changes the anterior-posterior diameter and the incidence of the
lateral beams on the patient.

An example is given by the different contours of the same patient taken at the
same section on the treatment equipment, the simulator, the scanner table or on a
NMR used to determine theCTV.

If the contour is modified due to the factors just mentioned isodoses values
around the PTV will become altered. If the contour does not coincide with the one that
corresponds to the CT scanner, a 3 % error in location and/or size of lesion could be
produced.

Further differences are due to the fact that treatment tables are usually narrower
than simulation ones. Let us analyse the case of a mantle treatment in hyper extension
position. Here the patient is able to move his arms. This causes a transversal expansion
in the lungs seen in successive films. It sometimes originates an effect by which lung
protections coincide with the film in which they were outlined, but not always with the
verifying film in the equipment.

In order to treat the mantle (inverted "Y") in the same position as it was treated
before with the normal mantle, the couch has to be rotated through an angle of 90° ; as
it is usually not perfectly isocentric, the patient has to be repositioned. Besides, the
change in arms position and the change in patient position when film cassette is placed
under him/her, makes the gap different from that mathematically calculated.

A further problem easily solved is due to the quite common practice of using
non-mountable mats to cover couches, and when removing one part of them where the
beam impinges on, the flat support of the body is deformed.

In summary, the three main error sources when irradiating mantle fields are: 1)
the difference in position of the patient's arms, 2)couch rotation around its isocenter,
and 3)placement of the film cassette under the patient to obtain a better image.

2 RELATIVE POSITION BETWEEN THE PATIENT AND
ACCESSORIES IN CONTACT WITH HIM

The same accessories must be used on the simulator and on the treatment unit.
Pillows must fit the patient's head, neck, and back or shoulders fixing the patient so
that uncontrolled movement can be avoided, allowing repeatability. The most common
shapes should be available in small, medium or large sizes. For irradiation with electron
beams, where surface flatness is very important, these supports are essential.

Immobilises

They are particularly useful for treating head and neck and essential for children
or for patients with involuntary movements. Immobilisation can prevent lateral head
rotation more easily than its anterior-posterior movement. Lateral head rotation may
be controlled by lateral lights and by entrance and exit of radiation beams while these
bonds do not register an anterior-posterior movement requiring tattoos or marks in the
radiation field vertexes.

Given the fact that in certain cases each unit must handle as many patients as
possible, time is saved and doses are accurately administered, if the patient is
immobilised in the correct way. These immobilises should be easy to place. They do
not only prevent movement but also make each treatment easy to reproduce, avoiding
the uncertainty and thus the irradiation of volumes larger than necessary.
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Lowering shoulders device

This is useful for lateral fields treatment where fields should not be discontinued
taking into account lesion characteristics. Careful attention must be paid to possible
deformations of head position and these devices should differ depending on whether
they are fastened to the patient or on to the couch. When the lower part of a cervical
field runs through a shoulder, the source surface distance (SSD) may vary within 10
cm. or more, and the dose rises up to 70% in the shoulders depending on the type of
machine.

Belly flattening device

This should be used for those patients with overlapping adipose tissue due to
which the maximum dose on the skin takes place on skin folds and produces skin
lesions. The adipose tissue has to be raised in order to avoid its irradiation. It has to be
done in such a way that it can be repeated daily, and keeping fixed references when
these tissues move. Wide, stiff bandages fastened to the side of the couch with a
Styrofoam wedge under patient's buttocks are used. References must be marked in
non-movable areas of the patient, possibly not within treatment field, but which clearly
define within an admissible margin the daily set-up.

Such a modification must be carried out locating the PTV on a contour taken
with this new external configuration.

Support for the arm in breast treatment

The main objective is to achieve a position easy to reproduce daily in order to
irradiate the movable mammary volume which depends on arm position, particularly
when ganglion areas are to be irradiated. The breast support must be different for the
different treatment units, depending on the type of table, the telemeter position and the
SSD. At an SSD of 80 cm. there is collision risk, therefore it is convenient to place the
lateral support behind the patient's arm. Support must be linked to an angular scale
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the table. The main problem arising here is that,
when using the same device for the different treatment units, in some cases it hides the
distance scale. Notwithstanding the cumbersome procedure it is better to use it, than
to place the patient's arm under the neck to irradiate the mammary volume and modify
its position to irradiate the ganglion areas, as the PTV is defined for a specific arm
position.

The common use of the different accessories makes it convenient to have CT
scans taken at treatment position and with the accessories in place.

Bolus

Different bolus types are:
a) wet gauze bolus: skin attachment is good. However, tissue equivalence differs

according to water absorbed, and they are difficult to adapt for widths in excess of 1
cm. Width errors plus water absorbed error, may reach to 2% in dose delivered.

b) wax bolus, tend to harden and must be heated to shape them adequately so
they stick to skin; they are helpful in shaping sections to eliminate oblique incidence.
Tissue equivalence must be calculated.
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c) tissue equivalent bolus: they are the best but in some cases there are areas in
which intermediate air cavities are difficult to avoid, due to lack of adherence.

Width, shape and type of bolus should be taken into consideration when carrying
out planning.

3 RELATIVE POSITION BETWEEN PATIENT AND EXTERNAL
ACCESSORIES

Some other widely utilised accessories will be analysed in terms of how their
variations and/or deficiencies affect or alter treatment planning as well as daily dose.

Wedges

In some machines they may become loose with respect to their support and
displaced even though they are well hooked up. Should wedge with its nominal
maximum field size be used, in some cases there may appear a slit in which the dose
value is much higher, thus altering dose uniformity. In addition, technicians must be
required to place wedges last, once the gantry has been rotated to the incidence angle,
and the collimator angle and depth have been controlled.

Protections

Routine protections must be fixed by means of threads and screws. The wearing
out of the threads may generate displacement of the protections due to their weight
when the equipment is rotated. They should have no rim which might deform shadows.
The Pantograph should be checked mechanically at regular intervals. Patients'
protections must be controlled on the basis of the X-Ray film on which they were built,
and verified by x-raying. The simulator must have trays at the same distance of each
unit and similar shields made of wood or Styrofoam.

X-ray film

When the cassette is placed under the patient, his/her position may become
deformed. For example, in the mantle field it is convenient to place acrylic plates of
the same depth as the cassette under the regions where the cassette does not reach; so
the patient is at the same hyper extension position as before. In oblique field it is
convenient to utilise a lectern with angles allowing the placement of the X-Ray film
perpendicularly to the beam.

4 RELATIVE POSITION OF HEAD, ARMS AND LEGS

To fix a patient's body in space the number of degrees of freedom should be
considered, and the bond condition should be fixed. Usually the different
immobilisation modes for head and neck take into consideration a transversal axis to
the couch. To control rotation around a longitudinal axis is more complex and can be
done taking the SSD at two fixed points as references. It is important to position the
patient in the simplest possible ways, trying to move couch, gantry and collimator
instead of moving the patient especially when using electron applicators.
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Treatment position with arms above head is frequently used in breast and
oesophagus irradiation but must be avoided unless absolutely necessary. This position
promotes patient movement, especially rotation and is less comfortable. When
irradiating the ganglion areas and the mammary volume in the case of the breast, a new
error is added when fields are overlapped or disjoined, if the arm is at waist level for
the ganglion field and under the head for tangential fields. In such cases it is more
difficult to transfer data from the simulator to the treatment unit and to reproduce daily
treatment accurately. It is very important to register patient positioning with a
photograph, controlling tattoos in different planes and the SSD in different points of
the field, where skin surface is not perpendicular to the beam axis.

5 POOR NUMBER OF TATTOOS AND THEIR MOBILITY

Parallel, opposite, and lateral or slanting fields rotating around an axis are
erroneously defined by only one point at an angle of 0°. If this is the initial position and
the patient has no tattoos in field entrance and in case the SSD is not clearly registered
in the patient's treatment report sheet, it is very difficult for the technician to know
whether the treatment field is well located. This method saves time for each patient,
and is usual when there is only one technician per team. Coincidence of tattoos,
depths, protection and wedges cannot be verified, This way of working is the simplest
one but it leads to mistakes; the appropriate way is to train the staff in order to
improve their skills for such a job. Otherwise conflicts tend to arise between physicists
and technical staff, usually closely involved in these issues. Tattoos should be
registered in photos and in field films and be permanently available for each patient.

6 THE MOBILITY OF THE ORGANS INVOLVED IN THE
TREATMENT

The following are the most important causes which make PTV considerably
higher than CTV.

a) the movement of the diaphragm muscles when diaphragmatic couple must be
irradiated in ovary treatment.

b) lung movement due to pleuro-pulmonary synchrony.

The following organs may fall into the irradiated volume due to different
movements:

a) kidney position according to patient's positioning, for example when they must
be protected in ovary treatment and are marked ecographically with patient standing.

b) bone marrow in head and neck treatment when there are neck movements.

These last two cases may modify target volume position with respect to
treatment portal volume and therefore, should be taken into consideration in the
original planning.

7 CONCLUSION

Given the type and amount of some of the possible causes of a difference
between dose delivered and dose prescribed, an adequate and close relationship among
operators, physicists, and radiotherapy physicians is crucial. Regular staff meetings for
patient control in treatment rooms, as well as regular workshops, are highly
recommendable
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